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Standoff Detection Using
Millimeter and Submillimeter
Wave Spectroscopy
Pollution and some traces of explosive materials can be detected in the
upper atmosphere by these spectroscopy techniques; to improve
existing capabilities, more sensitive receivers are needed.
By H. J. Hansen, Member IEEE

ABSTRACT | The millimeter (MM) wave and sub-MM wave (30–

I. INTRODUCTION

600 GHz) frequency band contains fundamental rotational and

The millimeter (MM) wave region of the electromagnetic spectrum, occupying the frequency range from 30
to 600 GHz (8–0.5 mm wavelength), lies between the
micro ðÞ wave and infrared (IR) wave regions [1]. The
sub-MM wave region is also considered as the lower part
of the terahertz (T) wave region.
MM wave spectroscopy utilizes the unique specific
absorption and emission spectral lines of chemical structures in order to identify materials [2]–[4]. At  and
MM wave frequencies exist the fundamental rotational
resonances for diatomic molecules composed of carbon,
nitrogen, and sulphur, and therefore spectral line measurements associated with these resonances are invaluable for atmospheric ozone studies and for understanding
the chemistry of outer space [2], [3].
In contrast with outer space and upper atmospheric
regions, the exploitation of MM wave spectroscopy in the
terrestrial environment has proved unattractive. This
relates partly to the natural radiation spectrum of most
gaseous materials being dominated by transitions between
vibrational states that give rise to emissions in the higher
IR region of the electromagnetic spectrum. In addition,
those lower energy rotational states that tend to give rise to
MM and  waves typically have low radiation levels and
the emissions are broadened due to the collision-dominated molecular interactions that occur at atmospheric
temperatures and pressures [2], [4].
Operating radiometric sensors at smaller wavelengths
(towards the T-ray band) show that pressure broadening
effects can be overcome because the broader bandwidths, typical of higher frequency sensors, improve
spectral line resolution and hence molecular selectivity
[5]–[7]. While this is encouraging for possible sub-MM

vibrational resonances of many molecular gases composed of
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulphur. The high specificity of
rotational spectra to organic molecules affords MM wave
spectroscopy having potential use in remotely sensing atmospheric pollutants and the detection of airborne chemicals is
important for arms control treaty verification, intelligence
collection, and environmental monitoring. This paper considers the sensitivity requirements of radiofrequency receiver
systems for measuring MM wave absorption/emission signatures. The significance of receiver sensitivity and material
optical depth to sensing is highlighted. A background to the
technology needed for sensing at MM and sub-MM wavelengths
then provides the basis for a review of MM wave spectroscopy
and its role on profiling the concentrations of trace polar
molecules and ionized radicals in the high altitude atmosphere.
The application of the MM wave spectroscopic technique in
ambient conditions is then reviewed and the issues associated
with developing the technique for standoff remote sensing is
discussed.
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wave interrogation of sites for toxic and trace pollutants
[2], how this methodology would complement other
more established trace detection methods (e.g., dog sniffing, x-ray screening, neutron scattering, nuclear quadrupole resonance) is unclear [8], [9].
Remote sensing using MM waves has always been
attractive, particularly to the military. There is a strong
interaction of these waves with airborne molecules
associated with chemical and nuclear proliferation facilities [2], and MM waves suffer far less attenuation in the
atmosphere in the presence of water vapor, smoke, fog,
and dust compared to optical and IR waves [10], [11]. With
the push for T-ray systems for a wide range of medical and
security monitoring applications, there has been renewed
activity in MM wave sensing [12]. The emergence of high
radiofrequency (RF) components, fabricated with gallium
arsenide (GaAs) and indium phosphide (InP)-based
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) technologies [13], are able to provide the tens of gigabyte
samples/second and broadband signal handling capability
for real-time remote sensing applications using MM wave
and sub-MM wave radiation. Modern radiometers are
capable of detecting 0.01 K signals [3], [10], [11], and as
these levels improve, spectral methods will be increasingly
exploited in atmospheric constituent studies.
This paper considers the development of remote
chemical detection systems for defense-related trace
detection and surveillance applications. The structure of
the paper is as follows. The next section provides a tutorial
outlining spectroscopic principles and associated absorption measurement processes. The importance of receiver
sensitivity to sensing is then demonstrated by considering
the radiative transfer process in a simple remote sensing
scenario [7]. Measured optical depths enable projected
performance assessments of state-of-the-art receiving
systems to be performed. A review of MM wave spectroscopy as a diagnostic tool in upper atmosphere
constituent studies is provided. Finally the issues associated with developing sub-MM detection systems for
security-type trace-explosive detection applications are
discussed.

II. SPECTROSCOPIC PRINCIPLES
AND AB S ORPT ION AND
EMISSION PROCESSES
Molecular spectroscopy is based on the permanent
intrinsic dipole moment of a molecule interacting with
an oscillatory electric field component of radiation causing
a transition between the molecule’s rotational states.
Suppose a gas molecule is able to change from energy state
Eu to El emitting radiation of frequency

lu ¼
1692

Eu  El
:
h

(1)
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Einstein showed between any two energy levels either:
i) spontaneous emission with probability pul ¼ UBul þ
Aul (the subscripts indicate transition from higher
energy level u to lower energy state l); ii) absorption
with probability plu ¼ Blu U (where U is the average
density of the radiation field); or iii) simulated emission
with probability Bul U is possible.
From time-dependent perturbation theory

plu ¼
R
where hljjui ¼
tation value and so

83
½hljjui 2 ðu Þ
3h2

(2)

 d is the dipole moment expec-

Blu ¼

83
hljjui2
3h2

(3)

where hljjui are the matrix elements of the dipole
moment components resolved on the space-fixed axis in
the representation which diagonalizes the energy matrix of
the molecule [4], [14].
The coefficients Aul , Blu , and Bul are dependent according to
 
g2
Blu ¼
Bul
g1

(4)

where g i is the degeneracy of the ith state and


8h3
Aul ¼
Bul
c3

(5)

where h is Planck’s constant,  is the frequency, and c is
the speed of light.
These dependencies are linked to the radiation field
following Planck’s distribution, and to the molecules
occupying available states in accordance with the
Boltzmann distribution [4], [14].
The absorption coefficient in the Beer Lambert (BL)
law expression is the macroscopic quantity associated with
quantum mechanical spectral line processes. Fig. 1 depicts
the absorption of radiation by gas molecules as radiation
passes through cell ydx. The lowered intensity is written
I ¼  Idx and so the BL law, I ¼ Io e x (where is the
absorption coefficient) follows, where I equates to the
average energy density times the speed of light, viz.,
I ¼ Uc.
The link between
and the Einstein absorption
coefficient can be demonstrated from previous approaches
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pressure broadening effects are also present. Consequently
there is a need to multiply (8) with a normalized shape
function for it to be useful in the terrestrial environment.
At low pressures ( 1 mm Hg), the Lorentzian line-shape
function, viz., Sðlu ; Þ ¼ ð1=Þ½’=ððlu  Þ2 þ ð’Þ2 Þ
is used, where the integrated absorption peak occurs at o
and ’ is the half-width of line between half-intensity
points. At higher pressures 9 10 mm Hg, the more general
Van Vleck–Weisskopf expression
"
#



Sðlu ; Þ ¼
þ
o ðlu Þ2 þðÞ2 ðlu þÞ2 þðÞ2
is appropriate. Consequently, (8) becomes
Fig. 1. Absorption as radiation passes through medium of
path length dx.
lu

([4], [14]) and this is now outlined. Because thermal
motion keeps the population N of states l and u different, viz., Nu ¼ Nl eðhlu Þ=kT , perturbation theory
allows the energy absorbed E ¼ ðN l  N u ; Þhlu associated with the number of molecules involved in going
from state l to u, to be formulated as
h
i
hlu
E ¼ Nl 1  e kT hlu :

(6)

Expressing this number of molecules N quantum mechanically, the particle density (per unit volume) N=V
Blu U N becomes the appropriate quantity, and in unit
time, the associated energy (or power P) absorbed
n
o
P ¼  VBlu UNl ð1  eh=kT Þhlu

(7)

provides the BL exponential decay form P ¼  Pdx.
According to Fig. 1 volume cell V ¼ Ydx and energy flow
P ¼ UYc (where c is the speed of light), and so substituting
for V and U in (7) leads to a

lu

¼

i
hlu
Nl h
1  e kT Blu hlu
c

(8)

absorption coefficient term for the lu transition.
The transitions between l and u states are the same for
all molecules present in a Boltzmann distribution. The
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle explains the association
of a natural band (or line) width with the frequency
measurement of any spectral line and both Doppler and

¼

i
hlu
Nl h
1  e kT Blu hlu Sðlu ; Þ:
c

(9)

Since lu exhibits a maximum value when frequency
 ¼ lu , it is useful to express (8) as

lu

¼

luðmaxÞ

ð’Þ
:
ðlu  Þ2 þ ð’Þ2

(10)

The total absorption coefficient over a band of frequencies requires accounting for those spectral transitions
occurring at other frequencies i in the band, i.e.,

total

¼

X

imax

i

ð’Þ2
ði  Þ2  ð’Þ2

(11)

which is the starting expression for most applied spectroscopic studies [2], [4], [14].
Radiative transfer theory, describing the passage of
radiation through absorbing material, refers to the material’s emissivity " and opacity values. These quantities
allow the material to be regarded as a blackbody. The
change in intensity I is expressed as
dI
¼
dx

 I

þ "

(12)

where dx is the slab thickness, dI is the change in intensity,  is the opacity, and " is the emissivity [3]. If there
is complete equilibrium of the radiation with its
surroundings, dI=dx ¼ 0 and the brightness distribution
is described by Planck’s energy density function, which
depends only on the thermodynamic temperature T of the
Vol. 95, No. 8, August 2007 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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surroundings. A more general equation of transfer also
involving spontaneous emission (Einstein coefficient A)
becomes
dI
h
h
¼  ðNl Blu Nu Bul ÞI ’ðÞþ Nu Aul SðÞ
dx
c
4

(13)

where Nl denotes the occupancy of the ith state, I the
intensity, and SðvÞ the line profile [3].
From inspection of (12) and (13), the opacity  or
absorption coefficient is given by



¼

h
ðNl Blu  Nu Bul Þ
c

(14)

Fig. 2. A passive airborne radiometer receives radiation from
chemical cloud of thickness D according to BL Law.

and the cloud [7]. The optical thickness  is defined to be
 ¼ D where, as before, is the absorption coefficient
(in Np per unit length). At radio frequencies Planck’s Law
allows brightness to be written as

which because of (5) becomes





c2 1 g 2
h
¼
Aul 1  exp 
SðÞ
kT
8  g1

(15)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature.
Significantly, this links the macroscopic absorption
coefficient with the radiation rate associated with a
particular spectral line profile. In the literature, Einstein
coefficients Aij are used to calculate opacity values, which
are compared with opacities obtained from absorption
measurements [3], [5], [6].

III . METHODOL OGY

(16)

where c is the optical thickness of the cloud, and a is the
optical thickness of the atmosphere between the sensor
1694

2kT
2
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(17)

where  is the wavelength and so (16) becomes
TT ¼ Tc ec þ ð"g Tg  Tc Þeða þc Þ þ Ta

(18)

where for backgrounds of emissivity "g , Bg ¼ "g Tg . Typically a is a minor term, therefore (18) approximates to
TT ¼ Tc ð1  ec Þ þ "g Tg ec þ Ta :

A. Passive Detection
Passive RF sensing involves the detection of naturally
occurring electromagnetic radiation with radiometers.
Radiometers are widely used in radio astronomy and
atmospheric sensing applications in which sensor measurements are obtained using antennas (located on land on
aircraft) pointing towards the upper atmosphere or outer
space. The detectability of absorbing material is determined by the receiver’s sensitivity. This is demonstrated by
adopting the approach given in [7].
Fig. 2 considers a cloud of gas pollutant of brightness Bc
and thickness D embedded in background of brightness Bg .
A radiometer, sensing from an aerial platform, receives
emissions from the cloud and also a contribution from the
atmosphere Ba . The total brightness associated with the
radiation detected has been expressed as
BT ¼ Bc ec þ ðBg  Bc Þeða þc Þ þ Ba

B¼

(19)

When the pollutant cloud is not present, TT ¼
"g Tg þ Ta . Consequently, the observable signal associated
difference between these T T values is
Tobs ¼ ðTc  "g Tg Þð1  ec Þ  ðTc  "g Tg Þc :

(20)

The detection system must be sensitive to T obs signal
levels. However because the sensitivity of a radiometric
receiver is given by
Tsystem
Ts ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B

(21)

the observed signal-to-noise ratio is

SNR ¼

Tobs
:
Ts

(22)
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are displaced from each other. The received signal is given
by the radar equation

PRo ¼

PT GT AR
4R2

(23)

where the terms have their usual meaning. For radar
emissions propagating through an absorbing medium of
optical thickness , the attenuated signal received becomes
PR ¼ PRo e :
Fig. 3. The receiver sensitivity and absorbing medium’s optical
depth variation.

Active sensors measure a signal change given by
Sobs ¼ PRo ð1  e Þ

Equations (20) and (22) relate the detectability of spectral
absorption lines (in terms of the optical thickness
parameter) to the noise performance of a receiver. A
measured signal exhibits a power level above the detecting
system’s noise level and this is affected by the background
ðTc  "g Tg Þ [7]. For a typical air-to-ground scene (Tg ¼
Tc ¼ 80 K, Tc ¼ 80 K, "g ¼ 0:5), Fig. 3 shows the variation in observed signal level with absorbing medium
(optical depth). Assuming SNRs ¼ 1, the signal level
values relate to receiver sensitivity ðTs Þ, which determines the material ðÞ it can detect. The dotted lines
indicate the sensitivities of typical (noise ¼ 3, 9, and
15 dB) receivers, assuming bandwidth B ¼ 500 MHz and
sampling period  ¼ 5 ms. The Ts ¼ 0:18 K temperature difference is associated with a 3 dB noise level,
a value typically exhibited by state-of-the-art cryogenic
radiometric systems for astronomical-grade measurement
[3]. The Ts ¼ 5 K value corresponds to a 15 dB noise
value, which is typical of sensitivities exhibited by receiver
architectures designed for radiometric electronic support
measure (ESM) applications.

B. Active Detection
Active remote sensors process electromagnetic transmissions with tuned receiver systems. Fig. 4 depicts a
bistatic arrangement where the receiver and transmitter

(24)

(25)

with an associated signal-to-noise ratio of
S Sobs
¼
N Ts

(26)

where Ts is given by (21).
MM wave spectroscopy researchers [5]–[7] provided
normalised absorbance measurements given by


Sobs
A ¼ log10
¼ log10 ð1  e Þ ¼ 0:43
PRo

(27)

where the optical depth  is expressed in Nepers (Np).
Optical depth in dB is related to optical depth in Nepers by

dB ¼ 10

Np
¼ 4:342Np ½5 :
lnð10Þ

(28)

Active sensing is more sensitive than passive detection
because coherent sources operate at signal levels far above
background levels.

IV. MILLIMET ER AND S UB MILL IMETER
WAVE RECEIVERS

Fig. 4. An active bistatic transmitter-receiver experiment.

The MM and sub-MM wavelengths present great challenges to receiver engineers. At radio frequencies thermal
noise processes (i.e., kT) determine the sensitivities of
sensors. At IR and optical wavelengths, quantum effects
(i.e., h) are significant. At sub-MM wavelengths, neither
thermal effects nor quantum effects are negligible and
both must be considered.
Vol. 95, No. 8, August 2007 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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At the heart of every RF receiver is a local oscillator and
mixer. During the 1970s the local oscillator was a reflex
klystron, phase-locked to a harmonic of a reference signal.
This achieved the frequency stability necessary for spectral
line measurements. The first receivers used room temperature components and consisted of a waveguide mounted
Schottky diode used as a heterodyne mixer. Since the
conversion loss of this mixer was substantial (6 dB) it
was necessary to follow this component with the lowest
noise intermediate frequency (IF) amplifier available.
Consequently the low noise amplifier (LNA) has played
the most significant role in determining the noise
performance of RF sensors.
The heterodyne architecture still dominates radio
receiver design. Gunn oscillators, as the source of local
oscillator power, have since replaced the short-lived
klystron oscillators. Over the last couple of decades noise
reduction has been achieved through improved diode
fabrication, due to better understanding of the noise
mechanism in Schottky barrier devices and through
adopting cryogenic cooling of the mixer and IF amplifier
front-end [16].
Since the 1980s, solid-state device RF receiver design
for operation at MM wavelengths, up to 60 GHz, has relied
on GaAs based MMIC device technology. Above 60 GHz,
solid-state RF components depend on semiconductor
bandgap and heterojunction engineering [17]. Operating
at MM wave frequencies is still beyond the capability of
CMOS based silicon devices and therefore the digital cell
phone revolution has not impacted on MM and sub-MM
wave sensing. The slow pace in the development of
improved MM wave technology does relate to the demand
for sensors primarily being driven by the astronomical and
remote sensing research community. Consequently the RF
front-ends emerging are experimental demonstrators that
are custom made and expensive. At 100 GHz, the singlesideband noise temperature of the best available receivers
in 1970 was 2000 K [16]. Today this noise temperature is
G 20 K. A state-of-the-art MM wave receiver for astronomical applications (at  110 GHz) would most likely
involve a cryogenically cooled LNA, where the LNA would
involve InP high electron mobility transistor (HEMT)
MMICs [17], [18].
GaAs technology has also been instrumental in the
development of electrooptic integration. Electrooptic
receivers could facilitate the handling of several octaves
of bandwidth necessary for molecular fingerprinting in
ambient conditions [2]. GaAs provides a direct bandgap
which has been exploited in optical applications as
detectors and light sources [19], [20]. The direct bandgap
enables the interfacing of GaAs devices to the high speed
digital and fiber optic link technologies. The use of optical
signal transport is common in astronomy and necessary
within receivers operating above 200 GHz. This is because
the loss in fundamental mode waveguide increases with
frequency and because the fabrication of sub-MM sized
1696
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waveguide is very difficult. It has been reported that the
monolithic integration of an optoelectronic modulator
with a heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) driver
circuit on an InP substrate achieved 30 GHz bandwidth
with no degradation of the HBT by the modulator circuit
fabrication procedures [21].
During the 1980s, astronomical spectroscopy has
developed for radiation above 100 GHz through the
maturity of superconductor–insulator–superconductor
(SIS) tunnel junction semiconductor devices. The SIS
junction has a nonlinear tunneling conductance associated
with an energy gap of a few millielectron volts. SIS based
devices appear capable of exhibiting gain and having
sensitivity close to the quantum limit [16]. A SIS mixer,
formed by planar lithography, is rugged and fabricated
such that extra circuit elements for matching are easily
provided along the junction. A further significant advantage of the SIS mixer is that the local oscillator power
requirements are approximately 30 dB lower than that
required for powering the typical Schottky mixer. This is
proving compelling in high-frequency operations where
mW sources are at a premium. Receiver noise temperatures of G 100 K at 115 GHz and 150 K at 230 GHz have
been reported with SIS devices using waveguide mixer
mounts.

V. MILLIMETER AND SUBM ILLIMETER
WAVE REMOTE SENSING IN T HE
INTER S TELLAR AND UPPER
ATMOSPHERE ENVIRONMENTS
The development of MM wave spectroscopy is closely
linked to spectral line radio astronomy and interstellar
chemistry. Radio observations of atomic hydrogen emitting
at a wavelength of 21 cm were first used in the 1960s to
provide pictures of clouds of atomic hydrogen with densities of 10 to 50 atoms cm3 and of temperatures 50 K–
125 K spanning the intergalactic medium. The subsequent
OH radical emission at a wavelength of 18 cm and the
emission associated with formaldehyde ðH2 COÞ studies
were not only significant in gaining an understanding of
the complexity of the chemistry of intergalactic space but
unearthed MM wave band spectral measurements as the
diagnostic for probing the constituents of space [22]. The
fundamental rotational transition frequencies for the diatomic molecules, composed of atoms C, N, O, and S lie in
the range of 50 to 150 GHz, and the lowest frequency
rotational transitions are typically 10 to 50 GHz for simple
polyatomic molecules. For example, CO, the most
abundant molecule within the Milky Way galaxy, emits
at 115 GHz [21]. Fig. 5 indicates the information available
from MM and sub-MM observations of interstellar clouds
[16]. It shows a complex spectrum for which a plethora of
heavy molecules are indicated. Fig. 5 also reveals the
difficulty of identifying spectral signatures in ambient
terrestrial conditions. The low-frequency transitions of
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CO usually reflect the gas temperature and these are
indicated as reaching the black body curve. For high
values of the rotational quantum number, CO molecules
tend to become subthermally excited and emit less
strongly, so the line densities drop below the 30 K black
body curve. In ambient conditions, CO molecules occupy
excited states.
At MM wavelengths, the atmospheric absorption characteristic shows troughs, corresponding to transmission
bands and peaks, corresponding to absorption bands. The
transmission bands cover 24 to 48 GHz, with attenuation
values between 0.1 and 0.3 dB km1 ; 70 to 110 GHz,
with attenuation values between 0.3 and 1 dB km1 ; 120
to 155 GHz, with attenuation values between 1 and
2.5 dB km1 and 190 to 300 GHz, with attenuation values
between 2 and 10 dB km1 . Of the large number of
atmospheric gases that have resonances in the MM wave
part of the spectrum only oxygen and water vapor have
significant absorption characteristics. The sea level
absorption data, shown in Fig. 6 [24], are clearly not a
line spectrum, but a spectral continuum that results from
the broadening of oxygen and water vapor lines by
pressure and temperature dependent molecular collisions.
The 50 to 70 GHz frequency band contains 43 oxygen
absorption lines. A single oxygen line also exists at
118.75 GHz. Water vapor has electric dipole moments at
about 22 GHz, 183 GHz and a further 150 resonant lines
distributed throughout the sub-MM wave part of the

Fig. 5. The mm-wave spectral content in interstellar clouds (after [22]).

Fig. 6. The mm-wave attenuation due to oxygen and
water vapor after [22]).

spectrum. For surface conditions (i.e., 760 Torr and
T  300  K) the continuum spectrum applies. At altitudes
above 20 km, the line spectrum applies.
Passive -MM wave radiometry is a highly developed
method for monitoring the morphology and dynamics of
the Earth’s atmosphere. Meteorological forecasting relies
on oxygen and water vapor spectral line measurements,
and the detection of trace pollutants relies on the unique
resonances exhibited by different molecules in the 100 to
800 GHz band. With global warming and ozone depletion
being major concerns, MM wave investigations, under the
auspices of the numerous North American and European
space and environmental agencies (e.g., Canadian Space
Agency, Environment Canada, European Space Agency, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, National Aeronautical and Space
Administration, Swedish Space Corporation) are widespread. The studies outlined below are not exhaustive but
do provide an indication of the importance of MM and subMM wave measurements to investigating atmospheric
processes.
Radiometer measurements recorded on spacecraft,
aircraft, balloon, and the ground are used for atmospheric
constituent profiling and surface feature sensing in
meteorology. Spacecraft observations are capable of
monitoring the entire atmosphere at regular intervals.
Oxygen spectral line measurements, at 60 and 118 GHz,
are used for vertical temperature profiling [24]. Those
associated with water vapor, e.g., at 183 GHz, are used for
Vol. 95, No. 8, August 2007 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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vertical water vapor content profiling. Parameters, such as
these, are derived as follows. At a resonance, the radiative
emission detected by a satellite borne radiometer is from
the top of the atmosphere, whereas at frequencies on the
side of the resonance, the radiative emission comes from
lower altitudes. Therefore correlating any resonant signal
with appropriate weighting coefficients (derived from
calibration measurements and knowledge of the atmosphere) yields the parameter (temperature or water
content) relevant to the resonance. Sounders, operating
at 60 GHz, were flown on TIROS-N weather satellites and
paved the way for the development of an Advanced
Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) that has been flown on
NOAA satellites. AMSU has 20 channels covering MM
waves in the 20 to 200 GHz range in two parts. As examples of ground-based MM wave systems used in weather
studies, NOAA operates portable two channel (23.87 and
31.35 GHz) and three channel (20.6, 31.65, and 90 GHz)
radiometers for detecting thermal emissions by liquid
water and water vapor. These provide information about
the spatial and temporal variability of liquid water in
clouds and atmospheric water vapor.
Radiometers are used for all-weather mapping and for
obtaining images of the sea and ice. These systems are
mounted below aircraft and use raster scanning to build
up pictures of swathes of land or sea as the aircraft travels
along. Atmospheric windows at about 33, 90, 140, and
220 GHz have been used to determine the ice thickness
and the location of the sea-ice edge, and to differentiate
ice types in the polar regions. For example, Finnish
investigators have used multifrequency measurements to
classify different sea-ice types in the Baltic Sea [25]. The
sea surface has been observed from both aircraft and
satellites to determine how the structure of surface waves
depends on factors such as wind speed, e.g., SEASAT
carried a 37 GHz radiometer. W-band emissions (90 GHz)
have measured snow cover area and in a slightly different
application, radiometers at 35 and 90 GHz have been used
to measure the thickness and quantity of oil on water
[26]. The European Space Agency (ESA) has developed
the multifrequency imaging microwave radiometer
(MIMR) that comprises six dual-polarization frequency
channels in the 7 to 92 GHz range. This radiometer
images emissions from the earth’s surface using the six
frequency bands and so makes measurements that are
used for weather monitoring, climate change, and
resource management applications (snow, ice, and
forestry) [27], [28].
In the area of remote sensing of trace gases, MM wave
systems are important in monitoring ozone ðO3 Þ levels in
the middle atmosphere because a number of ozone’s
rotational transition lines occur at MM wave frequencies.
MM wave spectral measurements (e. g., 142 GHz) provide
the only means of monitoring the ozone chemical depletion process in the mid-altitude (from 10 to 100 km)
atmosphere. It has been established that the decrease in
1698
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ozone content is due to the photo-disassociation of
freons, released by aerosols and other human activities.
Every ozone destruction process produces a chlorine
oxide (ClO) radical, a compound with a characteristic
spectral line at 204 GHz that is widely studied. Radiometers, operating from satellite and aircraft platforms,
are favored over ground-based measurements in ozone
studies because the pressure broadening spectral line
width effect of the lower atmosphere can be avoided. The
effect is minimized by adopting a horizontal (as opposed
to vertical) viewing experimental geometry and consequently, the measurements from horizontal viewing
radiometer systems, termed limb sounders, are currently
providing the most detailed information about the ozone
depletion process. Examples of aircraft related investigations are found within the framework of the European
Arctic Stratospheric Ozone Experiment (EASOE). Heterodyne receivers on high flying German FALCON aircraft
(9 to 12 km altitude) have operated around the ClO, HCl,
and N2 O emission lines in the 625 to 655 GHz range
[29]. A new receiver using an SIS waveguide mixer
[termed airborne sub-MM radiometer (ASUR)] has been
developed that measures in the 626 to 760 GHz band of
frequencies [30]. Nevertheless, most information is
coming from limb sounders, operating from satellites,
because satellites provide greater daily coverage and
reach a larger range of altitudes than do aircraft. Important MM wave and sub-MM wave limb sounders exist
on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite [UARSVthe
Halogen Occulation Experiment (HALOE)], the space
shuttle (the MM wave atmospheric sounderVMAS) and
on the Odin spacecraft (the sub-MM wave radiometerV
SMR). MAS measures radiation at 61, 62, 63, 183, 184,
and 204 GHz and provides profiles for oxygen, water
vapor, ozone, and chlorine monoxide at 10 to 100 km
altitudes. The Odin radiometer package (118 to 119 GHz;
486 to 504 GHz; 541 to 580 GHz) covers the spectral line
transitions of ClO, CO, NO2 , N2 O, H2 O2 , HO2 , H2 O,
H218 O, NO, HNO3 , O3 , and O2 molecules, gases which are
of aeronautical (mid-altitude 15 to 120 km) interest.
Widespread ground-based experiments are augmenting
these spacecraft studies. For example, measurements of
the 142 GHz rotational line of O3 have been used within
the European Stratospheric Monitoring Stations (EMOS)
network to provide ozone profiles on a global scale [31].
The German and Swedish MIllimeter wave RAdiometry
(MIRA) team operates a 268 to 279 GHz experiment at
Kiruna and Svalbard that provides vertical profiles of
stratospheric CIO, O3 , HNO3 , and N2 O at these sites [32].
Other concurrent ground-based and spacecraft observations, e.g., water vapor measurements recorded with the
ground-based Water Vapor MM wave Spectrometer
(WVMS) network, and H2 O, CH4 , and NO2 measurements
from HALOE, have provided important information about
water vapor’s role in controlling the free radicals responsible for ozone depletion [33].
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VI. MILLIMETER AND S UBMILL IMET ER
WAVE SENSING IN THE TROPOSPHERE
Pressure broadening of rotational transition spectral lines
critically diminishes their intensity and capability to signature the presence of trace chemicals in air at atmospheric
pressure. At atmospheric pressures, these linewidths are
5 GHz. Closer analysis reveals the challenges in achieving
remote sensing capability in the troposphere are orders of
magnitude more difficult than in the upper atmosphere
and in outer space.
Firstly, the atmosphere’s transmission characteristic
shows there are G 100 5 GHz transmission windows and
this hinders the information channels available for the
specific detection of gaseous molecules.
Secondly, unlike in harsh nonambient environments, it
is very difficult to separate the MM wave spectral line
features of a particular analyte from the sensor system
fluctuations and from background noise [34]. In ambient
environments the background noise (or atmospheric
clutter) relating to the temporal fluctuations of broadened
spectral lines can overwhelm weak spectral line signatures
[11], [12].
Despite these problems there has been progress in
standoff remote sensing. Sensitivity is proportional to
frequency squared and better sensitivity at higher frequencies of operation helps offset the low intensities of the
transitions. In addition measurements above 200 GHz,
provided in particular by BWOs sweeping over wide
bandwidths (9 100 GHz), have achieved partial mitigation
of the spectral linewidth broadening effect [35]–[37].
Broadband MM wave spectrometers, operating in the 215
to 315 GHz frequency range have been built at the Argonne
National Laboratory [5]. The BWO tubes (Model OB-30
from Istok Corporation, Russia) used delivered an average
power of 10 mW and allowed the entire 225–315 GHz
range to be swept in 10 ms. Concentrations of 12 ppm
methyl chloride were detected at 60 m standoff distances.
Fig. 7 shows the setup and detection measurements
associated with 150 ppm concentrations of methyl chloride
[37]. The phase locked control of the BWO was too slow
for the wide-frequency sweep required in open-path
spectroscopy and so a quasi-optical Fabry–Pérot cavity
for on-the-fly calibration of frequencies was used.
The idea of remote sensing chemical warfare (CW)
materials has emerged from the U.S. Army Edgewood
Chemical and Biological Center [2] in which they describe
the Fourier transform  wave spectroscopic (FTMWS)
extractive gas technique, for specifying the rotational
spectral lines of chemical structures in order to identify
and quantify chemical materials. Even though lowpressure investigations are unsuited to standoff (remote
sensing) operations, they demonstrated that applying the
FTMS technique does allow for the CW agent  wave
spectra to be catalogued. Knowledge of the lowest energy
rotational transitions enables the determination of the

associated higher harmonic frequency spectral transitions
and it is at higher frequencies (above 100 GHz), where
pressure broadening is mitigated [2]. FTMW measurements on two nerve agents, Sarin (methyl-phosphonoflouridic acid (1-methyl-ethyl) ester(GB),CAS# 107-44-8)
and Soman (Methyl-phosphono-flouridic acid, 1,2,2-trimethyl-propyl ester (GD), CAS# 96-64-0), and of the
vesicant agent H-Mustard (1,10 -Thio-bis{2-chloro-ethane(H), CAS# 505-60-2), were studied. Fig. 8 shows the
rotational spectrum for Sarin, and Fig. 9 shows the
predicted broadened spectra that would Bfingerprint[
Sarin and Soman in ambient conditions.
There has been further effort in developing extractive
gas methods that utilize the rotational signatures of molecules for diagnosing gas phase polar molecules. In IR and
UV spectroscopy, rotational signatures appear as unresolved bands at MM and sub-MM wave frequencies;
however, closer detail shows the bands exhibit Doppler
limited linewidths typically 1 MHz. Since the analysis
of gaseous samples at pressures (1 mTorr) reduces the
pressure broadened linewidths to Doppler limit widths and
separates the spectral lines, the fast sub-MM-wave terahertz technique (FASST) has emerged which, in essence,
emulates the upper atmospheric region in a gas cell, and
relies on using BWOs to scan 100 GHz in a fast enough
time (3 s) to yield 105 Doppler resolution elements [34].
The technique is dependent on employing bright radiation
sources of high purity (BWO) and relies on large amounts
of computing power. Fig. 10 shows a solid-state system
with spectral details associated with a mixture of four
gases (concentrations 1 ppm). Because atmospheric
clutter (oxygen water vapor and pollutants) appears to
concentrate its power in negligibly few of the Doppler
resolution elements [34], the technique does exhibit
potential as a diagnostic for analyzing point samples of
tropospheric gases. As the availability of high-frequency
solid-state detectors and sources and computing power
improves (in response to the demand from the wireless
communications and collision avoidance sectors) emerging systems should become low-cost in the future. It is,
however, not a standoff remote sensing technique but a
sampling method that can be bracketed with the trace
detection methods (which include the neutron, nuclear
quadrupole resonance (NQR) ion mobility spectrometry,
and dog sniffing) discussed in the next section.
Currently, there is much interest in the development
of T-radiation sources. Thermionic devices (e.g., high
powered traveling wave tubes, gyrotrons) are the traditional sources for signals up to W-band (75–120 GHz) and
kW levels of power have been provided for military and
satellite-communication applications [24]. Solid-state
radiation sources deliver much smaller levels of power
at MM wave and higher sub MM wave frequencies. A
survey of the techniques available for generating sub-MM/
T-radiation reveals that the current state-of-the-art optically pumped terahertz laser (OPTL) would be the only
Vol. 95, No. 8, August 2007 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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Fig. 7. (Above) Experimental 215–315 GHz spectrometer in open path measurement sit-up (after [5]). (Below) Absorption of
trace methyl chloride in ambient conditions. The difference signal between the reference and the plume (the dotted line),
model-fitted signal (the solid line) and the absorption coefficient envelope (solid line) is shown (after [6]).

available continuous wave source capable of generating
workable levels of power (100 mW) for environmental
monitoring and astronomy at frequencies G 300 GHz.
Below 500 GHz, BWOs and multiplied-up RF oscillators
do provide turnkey systems but the power sources are
inefficient and the levels are low (G 10 mW). The small
signal levels delivered by the many source technologies
are of concern for ambient environment operation
because atmospheric clutter overwhelms weak spectral
signatures.
It has been suggested that the time-domain spectroscopy methodology (TDS) associated with current shortpulsed low power ð WÞ T-ray sources might circumvent
the atmospheric clutter problem because low duty cycles
are expected to yield low background noise signals. In
TDS, image construction relies on selective absorption
1700
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causing delays in arrival time at the detector [38]–[40].
Fig. 11 shows a TDS set-up for medical imaging [38]. The
sample-under-test is a tooth and therefore the image
shown relates to phonon-mode waves in solids, rather than
the rotational and vibrational gaseous modes of concern in
this paper. Because the TDS measurement principle also
applies to gaseous samples, recent studies suggest that
until pulsed T-wave sources are closer to the continuous
wave sources in brightness, the continuous wave approach
will outperform the pulsed wave method in atmosphericbased diagnostics [34], [41], [42].

VII. DI SCUS SI ON AND CONCLUSI ON
Detection sensitivity of an instrument depends on the
noise level of the receiver and on the absorption strength
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Fig. 9. Predicted spectra for Sarin and Soman under ambient
conditions (after [2]).

Fig. 8. (Above) Rotational spectrum of Sarin with (below)
Sarin’s structure and rotational constants (after [2]).

of the spectral peak associated with the molecule being
detected. Ammonia, CH3 Cl, and H2 S (the molecules that
have been considered in proof-of-concept studies) [5]–[7],
[43], [44] are high dipole moment molecules that exhibit
spectral transitions at higher frequencies that are much
stronger than atmospheric clutter. The general applicability of the FASST and TDS methodologies to other than
special molecules has yet to be demonstrated.
Future work should concentrate on developing receiver
front-ends sensitive enough for passive measurement, on
identifying the spectral features of atmospheric pollutants
associated with rocket and other exhaust fuels and active
studies in open air should be extended to higher
frequencies in the sub-MM wave region of the electromagnetic spectrum [5]–[7]. At room temperatures, the
natural frequencies of most molecules lie in the IR and
therefore receiver development above 100 GHz is necessary. Ozone mid-latitude observations and a plethora of
other atmospheric constituent gas studies (e.g., NO2 , CO,
CH3 CL, etc.) are based on spectral line measurements
above 100 GHz [5]–[7], [45], and a recent report suggests

Fig. 10. (Above) A solid-state implimentaton of the FASST technique.
(Below) Spectra of four a gas mixture for which partial pressures
were 2 mmTorr (after [34]).
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Fig. 11. TDS yielding a tomography of a decayed tooth (after [38]).

that the 600 GHz band [8], [12], [46] might be useful for
covert anthrax detection in civilian security applications.
The outlook for sub-MM spectroscopy techniques is
encouraging because at higher frequencies sensitivity
improves [5] and the rapid sweeping bandwidth systems
that are emerging [5]–[7], [34] are capable of mitigating
against the spectral linewidth broadening exhibited by
measurements recorded in ambient conditions.
Much of the gas pollutant and explosive material of
interest to homeland security agencies exhibit characteristic spectral lines throughout the sub-MM wave bands [8],
[12]. While it is realized that some of these reports relate to
wave-material coupling mechanisms different from the
vibrational and rotational modes associated with gaseous
vapors (e.g., phonon modes in solids, and particle absorption of powdered substances) there is value in comparing the concentrations of absorbing species in different
experiments. This is because the BL law, expressing measured absorbance as a function of concentration of absorbing species (via the absorption coefficient), is generic
to many physical and chemical processes. From the diagnostic perspective of standoff remote sensing in the
atmosphere, the concentration of absorbing material in
the presence of other atmospheric absorbers relates to the
relevance of gaseous phase detection, an issue separate
from the microscopic details of the absorption process.
Fig. 12 plots the concentration of explosive materials
in air, evaluated from the ratio of their partial vapor
pressures with that of air (at 298 K). Ammonia and
hydrogen sulphide ðH2 SÞ are also included. The high
vapor pressure group, which includes ethylene glycol
dinitrate (EGDN), nitroglycerine (NG), and dinitro
toluene (DNT), exhibits part-per-million (ppm) concentrations in air. The medium vapor pressure group, which
includes trinitrotoluene (TNT) and ammonia nitrate, is
associated with the part-per-billion (ppb 109 ) range of
concentrations. Finally, the low vapor pressure group
exhibits saturated concentrations in air in the part-pertrillion ð1012 Þ range. It has been suggested that the
projected detection limits are in general 100 ppm, e.g.,
hydrogen sulfide has a spectral line at 305 GHz that has
1702
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been resolved ðspectral peak ¼ 3:8%Þ in open-air experiments and using a partial pressure ¼ 1:5 torr, a detection limit D ¼ 120 ppm was evaluated [5]. This material
is therefore important as a frame of reference for
ascertaining the suitability of MM wave spectroscopy for
gaseous diagnostics. An improvement in signal-to-noise
ratio values exhibited by existing sensors is required (i.e.,
spectral peaks of G 0.23 % need to be resolved) to enable
sub-MM wave spectroscopy to detect the medium and low
vapor pressure materials indicated in Fig. 12.
Although this projection of detection sensitivity for
explosives requires confirmation because prior knowledge
of spectral frequencies and linewidths is needed, existing
evidence suggests it is likely. First, the overall polarizations of large molecules are less than those of light ones
and therefore the dipole moments of heavy explosive
molecules cannot be expected to be larger than those of
those molecules (e.g., NH3 , CH3 Cl, and H2 S) diagnosed.
With this in mind, it is reasonable to expect that the
detection challenges presented by the atmospheric clutter
environment will remain an issue irrespective of the
spectral details of any explosive. Second, Fig. 12 relates
detection sensitivity to molecular size and a factor in past
literature focusing exclusively of light molecule detection
is that only light molecule diagnosis has been within the
technological capabilities of radio and radar detection
systems.
Finally, a comment on the relationship between subMM wave spectroscopic method and those other techniques used in trace explosive detection. These techniques
have been divided into bulk and trace detection methods
[8], [9], [12]. In general, the bulk methods, which include
x-ray screening and MM wave imaging, are suitable for

Fig. 12. The vapor concentrations of explosive material in air.
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archway and passenger screening scenarios. On the other
hand, the trace detection techniques provide detailed
chemical and structural analysis of suspect objects. These
include neutron, nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR),
ion mobility spectrometry, and dog sniffing. These
techniques are able to detect parts-per-billion to fraction
of parts-per-trillion (in the case of dogs) concentration
levels, but the downsides to them include requiring
typically tens of second sample and processing times,
their lack of simplicity in operation and direct (particulate)
or gaseous sampling. Sub-MM wave spectroscopy could be
developed to complement the existing methods used to
detect high vapor pressure materials such as EDGN and
NG (e.g., such as ion mobility spectrometers or electron
capture detectors) [8], [9], [12]. Although the sub-MM
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